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AULD NAGS
FOLLY

October 2017
5th

Magistracy - Sentencing
Jacky Froggatt

VoT

Richard Porter

12th

Help for Heroes - A
personal journey. Mike
Jackson

VoT

Brian Gant

19th

Colchester Arts Centre

President Peter with Forum’s
Auld Nag

The first ever Auld Nags
pantomime horse race
was run recently along
Colchester High Street
in aid of Age Concern
C o l c h e s t e r. F o r u m ,
along with the other
three Rotary clubs
helped to make the day a
hugely fun event. See
page 7 for a full report.

Anthony Roberts
VoT

Alan Rustage

26th

Business Meeting /FB

OoR

Gordon Rodgers
November 2017

2nd

Colchester Institute
Alison Andreas

VoT

John Threlfall

9th

Life after Westminster
Abbey - John Burton

VoT

David Jones

16th

Essex & Herts Air
Ambulance - Jane Gurney/
Cliff Gale

VoT

Bill Ward

23rd

SGM & Business Meeting /
FB

OoR

Mike Jones

30th

Guest evening
Private Detective M a l c o l m
Scott

VoT

Robert Jacklin

Forum Nag (aka Colin & Dominic)

The helpers! Alan, David, Pauline,
Philippa,Alan & Tony

Anthony Nolan …the
work continues ..!
Alan Rustage and Irene Kettle
volunteered for the Anthony Nolan
spit tests at the 16 Air Assault
Health and Wellbeing Fair in
September. At least 37 potential
life-savers were recruited to the
Anthony Nolan register. Also
pictured is regional organiser for
Anthony Nolan, Will Guest. Irene’s
daughter Aimée Grace joined
them for the day too.

In this issue: President’s Ramblings, Getting to Know You - Bill
Ward, Robin Smith Part II, David Murthwaite, Forensic Science,
Bridge, Auld Nags Folly, Freewheelers and more!
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PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

EDITORIAL

!
Editors: Jo Portway
!

& Colin Bennett

It seems like we have all
been rushing around all
over the place this
summer but I can't help
feeling, as the clocks go
back this month and the
nights start drawing in,
that Jane Austin was so
right when she said
“There's nothing like
staying at home for real
comfort”. We've got the
logs stacked, had the
boiler serviced, potted all
the fruits we need over
the autumn and winter,
ordered the seed
catalogues and so we
are ready for whatever
comes. Although maybe,
just maybe, we could
squeeze in just one more
long weekend away
before we have to start
thinking
about
Christmas…!
Arundel features large in
the Forum calendar this
year and as I write 46
Forum attendees are
enjoying the trip. A full
report will be in the next
issue. !

October 2017

It was not “our” event but we played a big part in it and it was
great fun and, I think, a great success. I refer of course to the
Auld Nags Folly. And well done to Colin and Dominic who
reached the final but then Dominic’s parental duties took over
and Colin had to find himself another
partner.
We cannot all do everything and I believe
none of us deliberately fails to contribute
what they can – but in respect of Rotary
never has the saying “you get out of it what
you put into it” been more true.
During the month we had some lively
speakers. I particularly enjoyed, in a
masochistic way, Dave Murthwaite’s
humorous, yet thought provoking evening
talk on policing and David Pryor’s talk on
forensic science was exceptional. A
number of members have suggested asking him for a further
talk – perhaps an evening one.
We have also had a fascinating trip to Stow Maries near
Maldon, the only existing World War airfield in the UK.
Interestingly, I thought, built in that location because it was
approximately on the flight path of zeppelins from Belgium
(which the Germans then occupied) to London.
At the time of writing we have the weekend in Arundel to look
forward to and I cannot thank John and Lynne enough for their
fabulous organisation. They have produced a fascinating
calendar of events and a memorable printed programme with
sketches by our excellent artist in residence, John Parsonson.
Keep smiling, keep passing the ball.

Peter

!

Andrew’s programme of
speakers looks good so
we look forward to
hearing
about
Magistracy, Colchester
Arts Centre and Mike
Jackson from Help for
Heroes during October.!

DIARY DATES:
6th October
9th October
14th October
16th October
26th October
30th October
2nd November

!
!
!

Until next month have a
frightening Halloween...!

3rd November
6th November

Love and luck!
Jo!

7th November
9th November
15th November
17th December
21 April 2018
6 May 2018
8-10 June 2018

!

Mercury Theatre, Little Shop of Horrors, CO2
Club Service Committee Mtg
19.30-23.30 Dance in aid of End Polio Now, Moot Hall, Col.
Mock interviews 12.30 - 3.30 at Colchester High School
Business Meeting
New Members Night at the R&C 6.30pm to 9pm
Heat 1 Choir 7pm at TLA
Youth Committee meeting
Thomas Lord Audley School Mock Interviews
Club Service Committee Meeting
International committee meeting
Heat 2 Choir at 7pm TLA
Heat 3 Choir at 7pm TLA
Final Choir at Ivor Crewe Lecture Theatre 15th November 7pm
Royal Albert Hall, Jingle Bells matinee,
Danbury RYLA heat Mid & North Essex
Thurrock RYLA heat South Essex
Danbury RYLA final
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GETTING TO KNOW YOU …. Bill Ward
Where were you born? I was born at St Andrew’s
Hospital, Bromley-by-Bow in East London. This had
originally been the Stepney Sick Asylum and in doing
my family history I have found
that several of my ancestors
died there. We had lived in
the East End for many
generations so I suppose
that is to be expected.
Education. Because of
war-time evacuations I
attended seven different
primary schools (eight if
you count the time
Shaftesbury Road was
bombed and we had to go
for three months to the next
school along in East Ham). I
then went to East Ham Grammar School for Boys. Our
headmaster was Dr Joseph Whiteley who took the school
from being a bog-standard East End grammar to having
the second best university entry of any state school, after
Manchester Grammar School. Four of my sixth form
class became doctors. I trained at Glasgow. At my
interview the dean of the Glasgow medical school said,
“I see you’re one of Joe Whiteley’s boys.” I later found
that Dr Whitely had taken a big part, with the BMA, in
improving teaching methods at University medical
schools. I was in, after having failed
to get a place elsewhere the previous
year. Glasgow was a fabulous place
to learn medicine and a place where
I met a fabulous girl in my first term.
When did you join Rotary and
why? I joined in 1988 at the
invitation of my partner, Peter
Rawlinson, because I felt that my
social contacts in Colchester were
almost all medical and I thought I
needed to meet a more varied group
of people. Forum certainly proved to
be a very varied group!
How would you describe Rotary to a stranger? I
would say we are not people who say “someone needs to
do something about this problem” but who say “What
can we do about this problem?” but at the same time
have fun doing things together.
What is the best thing Rotary has done
internationally and locally? The Polio Plus Campaign
has been not only a big thing for Rotary but an example
to the world of the benefits of co-operation. They
provided bodies on the ground to transport vaccines
safely, give vaccines and encouraged local populations
to be inoculated. Only Rotarians could have negotiated a
truce, during the civil was in Salvador, to get both sides
to allow the vaccination campaign to take place. Our
club’s work for Wateraid deserves a mention. Locally
Rotary does so much that it is hard to choose. I do take
part in the schools’ literacy programme and so it is my
favourite but we have loads of others that are just as
valuable.
Who in history is the person you would most like to
buy a pie and a pint? That would be my great-greatgreat-great grandfather Joseph Ward who ran the Old

Cock Tavern in Fleet Street in the early 1800s. I could
ask him to clear up who his father and grandfather were
and who his wife was. In his case I have run into a
“brick wall” in my family research. I think I know who
they are but can I prove it?
No.
Who is the person who
influenced you the most?
This was my old scoutmaster
at the 19th East Ham Scout
Group, Jim Green. He taught
me a lot about scouting but
also a lot more about service.
I went with him for several
years to a large camp for
Handicapped Scout Camp as
the doctor. Unlike my predecessor I was not allowed to
sit in a chair all day but took part in all the hard work of
the camp. When you have carried twenty wheelchairs
and their occupants up the front steps of Coventry
Cathedral you know you have done something
worthwhile. I noticed last time I went they now have a
ramp!
What is the philosophy that underpins your life? You
get out of life what you put in. All my life I think that I
could have done a lot better at things, but at least I tried.
What is the most surprising thing about you that
people don’t know? I chatter about myself to others all
the time so most of my life is an open book (not those
bloody buses again!! See pic below) but on reflection I
do not talk about my love of reading science fiction. I
find it so fascinating with authors trying to forecast the
future, especially when they get it very wrong. No SF
author ever forecast the Internet and Facebook.
How would you spend a fantasy 24 hours with no
travel restrictions? In the last few years we have had
some fantastic family holidays so I would like to go back
to three places where we had some memorable times. I
would start in South Australia with our son Ian and his
family and visit in the
morning the National
Museum in Canberra and see
again, Mephisto, the only
First World War German
tank still in existence
followed by lunch at Jacob’s
Creek. In the afternoon I
would like to go again with
my daughter Fiona and her
family to Keswick in the
Lake District and go
swimming at a great pool in
the river where we spent a
marvellous sunny day. After
dinner in Paris with Marilyn I would like us to return to
her ancestral island of North Uist. There we had a
wonderful holiday with my son William and his family
and saw the sun setting in the Atlantic just behind the
unmistakable silhouette of the island of St Kilda. We
then saw a pair of otters swim up, in the twilight, onto
the beach below the house to eat a fish. (There is that
chap in Wagga Wagga with a 1914 Daimler bus I like to
squeeze in somewhere as well.)

!
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CAPTION CORNER!
President Peter with his leisure time
wear. I am sure there will be several
entries for this month’s Caption Corner. …. Send to
the Editors in the usual way.

!
!
!

!

!

!

GRANDCHILDREN’S SAYINGS:!

After putting her grandchildren to bed, a grandmother changed into old
jeans and a droopy blouse and proceeded to wash her hair. As she heard
the children getting more and more rumbunctious, her patience grew thin.
Finally, she threw a towel around her head and stormed into their room,
putting them back to bed with stern warnings. As she left the room, she
heard the three-year-old say with a trembling voice, "Who was THAT?"

!
GUS GOES RACING from Julia Harding
Gus and I are back from our super weekend at Silverstone. He had a wonderful time wandering
the pit lane with me and he had a couple of photos taken too.

!!
Posing with
Herve
Poncharal,
Yamaha tech
3 team boss.

!

!!
!!

Another shot with
Jonathan Rea, World
Superbike champion of
2015 and 2016, and
current leader of this
years championship.

!!
!

IMPORTANT DATES: ANNUAL CHOIR COMPETITION!

!Just to remind members to note these dates in their diaries and come along if you
can ….
!2 November Heat 1 Choir 7pm at TLA
nd

7th November Heat 2 Choir at 7pm TLA
9th November Heat 3 Choir at 7pm TLA
15th November Final Choir at Ivor Crewe Lecture Theatre 15th November 7pm

!!
!!
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GUEST EVENING MEETING 31 August by Bill Ward
A Policeman’s Lot with David Murthwaite

!Our guest’s meeting at Play Golf in Baker’s Lane

Terrorism: Our generation has seen the rise of
terrorism as a political weapon and there have been
promised to be very interesting and unusual. The
many changes over the years. We had a
start was certainly
long experience of dealing with the IRA
unusual as our
who were a British domestic problem.
President Peter
They worked in a way that was different
Powell introduced
from today. They were reluctant to die
the speaker as a
or be caught. They usually gave
great friend with
warnings to reduce casualties, although
whom he went to
not always. They worked in groups that
watch Colchester
had a command structure.
United together and
Nowadays, terrorists are world-wide
then told a series of
and have a very variable structure.
funny
and
The dark web and encryption means
scurrilous stories
that members do not need to meet to
David Murthwaite
about him. The
plan and exchange information
excuse was that, as
about weapons. Their members are
he knew David
willing to die and want to cause the
well, he was getting his retaliation in first. All in
maximum number of casualties. They are able to
vain!! David came back with a quick-fire response
shift targets rapidly and employ low-tech weapons.
which was better than Tim Vine for funny oneIndividuals may not have any real political agenda
liners about Peter. The only one I had time to
but have become radicalised as part of their own
record was “Peter is a very dear friend, but not to
personal problems.
me!” The first fifteen minutes of his talk was one
The strongest
long comic monologue. This certainly woke up his
evidence to obtain
audience and had them looking for more.
a conviction is just
David then
before an attack
began the
but the police
more serious
cannot always wait
side to his
and risk an event.
presentation.
Interception of
Kevin
He was born
e l e c t r o n i c
in the East
communications is
End
of
often used but the
Gill
London. He
best source of information is from local people. The
&Andrew
said that he
constant factor is the need to value local
had served 36
communities. Moderate and liberal ideals tend to
years
harden after attacks.
in the Police service, beginning as a
The Thin Blue Line is struggling.
constable in Clacton and rising to Chief
There have been reductions in funding
Inspector and Commander in Colchester.
and police numbers despite the rise in
He then was attached to the Metropolitan
crime. Internet crime is now very
Police in London in a group formed to
common but has only been recorded
deal with terrorism.
since last year. Limited resources mean
David said that his most enjoyable and
that now the police need to prioritise
fulfilling role was when he was
types of crime. This has led to media
Commander in Colchester. Colchester is a
pressure, especially social media sites
great community and he realised that the
where it seem the idea is to find
Rose & Tony
British style of policing is only possible
someone to blame for any event.
with real public support.

!!
!!
!

!
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Meeting report 7th September - Robin Smith Job Talk Part 2 by David Priest
Part one of Robin’s account of his career progressed to the
point where he left the Chambers in London and was
offered a post of the first clerk in Colchester. That was
working for John Turner who later became County Court
judge. This was in 1973 and he continued in this job until
1983. His typical duties included: allocating cases to
barristers, taking into account experience, availability,
skills and specialism, planning barristers’
workloads, negotiating and agreeing and
agreeing a timetable of required work,
managing the business and financial accounts.
Some cases were involved and personal. The
disgraced solicitor Jimmy Neale was at that
time in the chamber. It was found that he was
associated with the use of solicitors’ client
accounts for non-client purposes. Robin had to
blow the whistle and this turned out to be the
largest fraud by a firm of solicitors.
There were occasions where secrets had to be
closely kept. If a barrister was made a judge the procedure
demanded that only the immediate family and the clerk
would know in advance. This meant that solicitors would
bring cases to chamber specifically for that barrister who
would no longer be able to undertake the work. Apart from
the sensitivity of not divulging the reason he was also
unable to tell the others in chamber the reason for
diverting the cases.
Being made a judge involved a warrant signed by the
Queen and the clerk had to organise robes and wigs etc.
On one occasion the wife and daughter

Meeting report

14th

When Robin left in 1983, after ten years, he had built up
one of the largest provincial chambers in the UK. He
decided to take a year off but continued to receive a
flow outstanding clerk’s fees. These were tax free and
in many ways he was better off than at work. He was
then taken seriously ill and this income continued to
support him.
His reputation as a most honest person led to a man in
Ipswich with £25m asking him to look after and
manage his money. This resulted in a venture finance
company being formed with Robin as MD. Robin
established some sought after serviced office spaces in
Ipswich – the first outside London. This led to Robin
becoming a non-executive director of fifteen companies
and Company Secretary of five. One start-up company
invented the needle-less injector. Its original £36k capital
yielded £48m when the company went public!
Robin is a classic car enthusiast. One of his friends has a
Bentley collection and Robin is one of only a few allowed
to drive them.
Robin nearly ran out of time on this Part 2 talk. President
Peter thanked him on behalf of those present for a most
illuminating account of his career

!

Sept Vicky Potter - Colchester Bridge Club - by Colin Bennett

Our David Priest has the misfortune of sometimes finding
himself matching his bridge skills against Vicky. To his
cost, he appreciated her expertise as bridge teacher and
thought it a good idea if she passed on some of
her knowledge to the wider audience of Forum.
Vicky has been a bridge teacher for 6 years,
answering a call to promote the game to a
declining number of participants. Modern living
has a lot to answer for!! Whether we like it or
not, pressure on many sorts of social activity
(including Rotary) has been affected by the
growing number of working wives,
TV, computers and electronic games. Vicky is
doing her best to reverse that trend in the bridge
world. Good luck to her!! She has played bridge
for very many years and now runs the bridge
school. She sees the game not only in the light of
enjoyment, but in the way it introduces a social
network and helps build community which can
support itself and each other, especially in
adversity (bereavement for example).
Bridge started, as whist, in the 17th century and evolved in
Turkey, of all places. The game as we know it today was
created by an American in the 1920’s, seeking relief from
boredom on a ship crossing the Atlantic. (In those days it
took around a week to do the journey, which we can today
fly in around 6 hours).
Hence evolved the scoring system which was best
explained to us by demonstration. Vicky handed us all
bidding boxes and denoted each of us as a point of the

!

had arranged to go to Wimbledon but now had to be part
of the judge-making ritual. Whilst changing into robes
they would, in underwear, be charging in and out of
Robin’s room to watch matches on TV. On another
occasion a Colchester barrister was made a Queen's
Counsel (QC) and here a similar procedure took place.

compass. As this exercise unfolded, cries could be heard “
Am I North?”
“No! You’re West”.
“Whose got the
dummy hand?” etc. etc. ……
Duplicate bridge is the more complicated
form of the game and is played in most
bridge clubs. Again, details were best made
in the form of handing out boards each
containing cards and score sheets which at
first glance seem to contain hieroglyphics.
This form of the game dates back to the
1950’s (did I hear, Oh – they were the
days?”) and a set will involve everybody
playing 24 boards. The scores are recorded
on “travellers” to determine the winner with
the highest score.
Of course, the game is renown for its’
competitive pressures. As President Peter
observed, one has a chance to reason with a
terrorist but not a bridge partner!!
Those pressures led to a famous case recently
where cheating through a very complicated system ended
with previous champions having to hand back their trophies
and suffer the indignity of a ban from future competitions.
Ironically, that would never been established had it not been
from some pretty high tech communication and video
evidence.
David Priest summoned up an impressive string of card
terms and phrases in thanking Vicky – “spadework”, “
hearts desire” and “coming up trumps” – all apt similes to
describe our guest’s lunchtime contribution.
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UNIQUE FUND RAISER for AGE CONCERN

October 2017
by Jo Portway!

Pantomime horses are not an everyday
sight in Colchester High Street. On a
sunny Sunday in September it was. The
brainchild of Age Concern Colchester
CE, Jonathan Moore, came to fruition as
Colchester’s first ever fund raising
‘Auld Nags race’ started. Jonathan’s idea
was that old pantomime horse costumes
are left to collect dust each year and
brought out infrequently. He felt there
was a link between that and old people
who seem to get written off without
justification. He wanted to raise
the profile of Age Concern
Colchester and felt this was a
good way to do it - as well as raise
much needed funds to help him
and his team continue to provide a
much needed service in
Colchester. He said “As a society,
we should be more positive about
the prospect of getting older
because it comes to us all”.
Forum fielded a horse with an
interior consisting of Dominic
Pape & Colin Bennett (don’t ask
which one was at the back!) and they came a valiant
last place in the first heat towing the Roman chariot
and fourth place in the final race.
Other Rotary clubs took part and my old club
Centurion had a stall selling useful items - womanned
by Jackie Bowis, Helen Chuah, Lorna Kean, Christine
Beedle, Lesley Sulley, etc.
A huge effort was made by many organisations to
support Age Concern but, as an
added extra, there was a tremendous
amount of publicity gained for the
Rotary movement with all four clubs
in attendance.
The pictures here
show the story. It
was a truly fun day,
enjoyed by many
and - hopefully - can
be repeated. The
amounts raised have
not yet been added
but we know the
sum is going to be
large.

!

A huge ‘well done’ to
everyone who worked on this idea and took part. What a great way to raise money.
And finally a message of thanks from Jonathan Moore: “A very big thank you for the incredible support you gave Age
Concern Colchester at the Auld Nag’s Folly on Sunday. We cut it really fine with the Weather and there were quite a
few soggy people (including myself) at the end – I hope you managed to miss the torrential rain. The Charity’s Trustees
met today and were vociferous in their praise for the volunteers and helpers at the event. We got good coverage in both
the Gazette and the East Anglian Daily Times. As well as the clear joy of those attending and the great publicity, we
hope to have raised over a £1000 – which, for the first time such an event has been run, is a good start. We very much
enjoyed working with you. Because we didn’t manage to catch all the email addresses, could you please pass on this
gratitude to fellow Rotarians supporting our cause.” Jonathan

!!
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Meeting report 21st September FORENSIC SCIENCE - David Pryor by Jo Portway

!Forensic scientist David Pryor came to talk to us

today. It's the real CSI he talked about not the truthstretching TV version. David started at Scotland Yard
labs and this was later merged
with the Home Office
laboratories. After some while
he entered private practice and
is now retired although still
being consulted.
Forensic scientists examine
materials connected with
crimes. Their work could
include: Identifying blood and
other body fluids, using DNA
profiling to compare samples.
identifying and comparing
textile fibres, and plant and
animal materials, analysing
blood and urine samples to
establish their drug or alcohol content, analysing
organs in cases of suspected poisoning, identifying
and analysing illegal drugs, comparing materials used
to package drugs. examining paint and glass
fragments, analysing the cause of a fire by
investigating fire debris, etc They also work with
firearms and explosives and analyse documents to
confirm their authenticity. They may also help in the
initial search for evidence. They use various testing
techniques, including spectrophotometry, mass
spectrometry, chromatography, microscopy, DNA
profiling, metallurgy and photography. On completion
of their investigation, forensic scientists may need to
submit their findings in a statement, report or
certificate for use in court. Those who have
progressed to become reporting officers attend court
to give evidence in civil and criminal investigations.

!David told us the term ‘forensic’ comes from the

Latin 'Forum' - where laws are made and debated…
(interesting!)
It usually handles criminal cases but also civil and
stems from two principles (see "LOCARDS
exchange principle” France 1923) which are:
1. Every contact leaves a trace.
2. The principle of individuality. No two items are
identical.

!Within the fields of forensic science are areas of work

associated with biology/DNA, chemistry, fraud/
forgery, accident reconstruction, fingerprint
technicians, fire arms and so on.
David detailed the work he had undertaken in a few
cases such as the evidence of the murder of Jill Dando
in April 1999 and also Kosovo in June and July
1999. Barry George had been accused and imprisoned
for Jill's murder but forensic evidence had shown he
did not do this and he was released subsequently.

!!

The British forensic team went into Kosovo just after
the ceasefire. The plan was to determine forensically
what had happened there prior to the prosecution of
Slobodan Milosevic. A team of
scientists, police, forensic
p h o t o g r a p h e r s ,
an anthropologist etc were part
of the team all under the
auspices of the Germans and
then the Dutch army. This was
the first time the German army
had been allowed outside of
Germany since the second
world war.

!One of the scientists in Kosovo

taught David how to tell a right
knee from the left knee when
very little else of a body
remains. As he said "You never know when you
might 'kneed' that skill.”
He said looking at the parts of bodies - and so many was harrowing in the extreme and very difficult to
deal with but very worthwhile progress was made.
In 2011 he was invited to go to Chile to undertake the
cause of death of Salvador Allende. He died in a coup
led by Pinochet in 1973. The body was exhumed in
order to determine evidence - this was 37 yeas after
death. It had been reported he had committed suicide
and some believed he died by multiple shots from
troops. Experts had gathered from the USA, Spain,
Chile, etc. The final evidence showed self-inflicted
wounds.

!David emphasised he is very much one of a multi

disciplinary team – his work cannot be done without
co-oporation. Teamwork is the key.
He
still
maintains an
interest in the
area
of
f o r e n s i c
science even
though he is
now retired.
A question
from Bill
Ward, who is
one of the team of people who go into schools and
help students on their direction of careers (and many
of whom say they would like to be part of a CSI team)
asked “Is this a difficult profession to get into
nowadays?” David said it is extremely limited these
days due to government cutbacks. A vote of thanks
was offered by Trevor Hunnaball.
Again we felt such a noteworthy speaker was much
appreciated and a return invitation- perhaps for an
evening meeting- should be extended.
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A VISIT TO STOW MARIES AIRFIELD words and pictures by Bill Ward

!On Friday 22

nd

September, 19 members of Forum,
family and guests went to visit Stow Maries airfield.
This is a unique place. It was an airfield in World War
One, placed to provide protection for London from
German Zeppelin and Gotha raids from Belgium. In
1919 it was just left and the farmer made very few
alterations to the buildings. The place was not needed
in World War Two so Stow Maries is now the only
original WWI airfield left in the country. It is now a
charity run by volunteers who are working very hard to
try to restore the place to its original condition. They
Alan Tindall in
have recently been given a Heritage Lottery Grant for
cockpit of flying
£4.3 million but, we were told, this is
simulator.
conditional in their raising £2 million
themselves. We had a personal
guided tour and were shown
many of the buildings with
displays of the equipment and
people that served there. We
visited the hangers to see work
going on to maintain and repair
WWI aircraft replica
the replica aircraft they have.
They do fly these on special
days, weather and wind
Forum group at
permitting. They also had a
War Memorial
Link trainer machine used in
WW2 to teach pilots and some
big boys played with a WWI fighter aircraft simulator. We had a good
lunch in the airmen’s mess and had a group photograph taken in front of
the War memorial. All the names on the memorial are of pilots who died
in WWI whilst flying from Stow Maries. All of them died in accidents
and none from enemy action, a reflection of the dangers of flying these
primitive aircraft at night with practically no flying aids.
Water
tower

!
!
And as an addition, Bill Frame sent us these following pictures and an interesting story to go with them:
!
The first place we were taken to by our guide was the war memorial with the names

of those who had died whilst serving at Stow Maries. One of the names stood out for
me as it was the same name as Dawn’s cousin’s married name - who lives in Canada.
I took some photos of the memorial and some info about him in the museum. I then
emailed them in Canada on the off chance it may have been some distant relation.
I got the following reply: “Well - loved and very popular younger brother of my
Grandad Clifford and three other siblings. He was my Dad's godfather. Gerry
misrepresented himself as a Canadian and he used place names etc such as Red
Deer which he would have heard from his brother Clifford who had spent several
years out in Western Canada and
married a Canadian.”
He had a chequered history having
deserted the army in 1916 and
reinvented himself as a Canadian
with a different name to join the
Royal Flying Corps. Killed in a crash near the aerodrome in
1918.
He was a bit of a character and they tell the story that he
would nip over to Tiptree in his plane and throw down a
pouch with a note in asking for jam to be delivered to the
Officers Mess as soon as possible!!
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FORUM FREEWHEELERS - 28th September by Marilyn Ward

!

A mild, beautiful sunny autumn day was the ideal time for a
drive out to Layer. Liz Threlfall made all the arrangements
for the eight Freewheelers who met up for lunch on
Thursday. The Layer Fox, situated at the crossroads,
describes itself as a gastro-pub and offers a menu for all
tastes from light lunches to a full selection of main courses.
There are two areas of outdoor seating as well as a pleasant
interior. It is now open daily from 12 mid-day to 10.30pm.
The portions are substantial, so much so that some members
were unable to finish their choice of meal and took the
Lynne and Val
remainder home for tea! Conversation centred around
children and grandchildren and more seriously, all the problems facing the health service – SO
WHAT’S NEW! Thank you to Liz once again for taking on the task of organising the lunch.
We hope Dawn enjoyed her birthday treat on Tuesday evening at a certain intimate Italian restaurant
in town.

!Future Events:Thurs 26th Oct
Thurs 23rd Nov
December

!Birthdays:!Sept 29
th

6th

Oct
Nov 15th
Nov 17th
Nov 21st
Nov 29th

!!

Lunch at Ann Blaxill’s – 12.30pm. Please contact Ann in advance for details.
TBA by Jill Parsonson
Christmas Lunch, TBA by Geraldine Russell.

Ann Stedman
Sandra Putt
Ann Blaxill
Lynne Lloyd
Val Penfold
Pauline Jones

WORLD POLIO DAY

!It’s one of the biggest dates in the Rotary calendar – World Polio Day 2017
- taking place on Tuesday 24th October.

RIBI says: “You can take part by turning prominent buildings in your area
purple, or illuminating them in some way for polio. This is an extremely
striking and visible way to highlight our campaign. A Rotary Club
Briefing (click here) has been prepared to assist clubs who are keen to
take on this challenge! Events are taking place across the world, including
Rotary International's annual live stream event, which this year comes
from the Gates Foundation Headquarters.”

THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH:!

Don't look at your feet to see if you are doing it right. Just dance." - Anne Lamott!

